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Date: 29th April 2020 Time & Location 13:30 Conference Call 

Chair:  Lisa Fahy, CRU 

Attendees: Name Location 

 Lindsay Sharpe, Alice Mooney, Patrick Moran, Catherine 
Keane, Oonagh Delaney 

RMDS 

Lisa Fahy CRU 

Carl Murphy, Emer Corcoran, Alan Keegan, Siobhan Melvin, 
Mary Dunne 

ESBN 

Sarah Fuller, Simon Fox-Mella Gemserv 

Jim Long MRSO 

Ian Curran Budget Energy 

Aaron Currie, Colm O’Gormain SSE Airtricity 

Donovan Sheridan Prepaypower 

Dan Twomey Waterpower 

Ben Fuller Flogas 

Ben Lambon BGE 

Caroline Connaughton Prepaypower 

Roisin McCann, Cian Fitzgerald Energia 

Dan Michalowski Glow Power 

Sean Doolin, Mark Phelan Electric Ireland 

Alan Reynolds Panda Power 

Tadgh Gunnell Pinergy 

Keith Cusack Eirgrid 

Apologies:  

Version 
Number 

1.0  

Status  

 

Agenda: 

1.  General 

2.  Actions from Previous IGGs/Conference Calls  

3.  New IGG Actions 

4.  CRU Update 

5.  De-harmonisation Update 

6.  Retail Market Design Update 

7.  MRSO Update 

8.  ESBN Update 

9.  Gemserv Update 
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10.  Notice Board Planned Maintenance, Reminders from IGG, etc. 

11.  AOB 

 
 

1 – General 

 
L Fahy enquired if everyone was happy to sign off on v1.0 of the Conference Call on 1st April 2020  
 
Minutes Approved.  
 

 

2. Actions – Previous Conference Call & IGG 
 

L Sharpe provided the Action Item Update. 
 
1 IGG action was closed (see IGG slides for list of actions) since the last IGG Meeting (not including this 
current IGG meeting).  
 
Suppliers may email RMDS if they require the closure details for any of these actions. 
 
3 IGG actions have been carried forward.  
 
 

 

Action Items 

 

 

1122 Data Sharing Agreement - ESBN to revert with a position on a proposed Data 
Sharing Agreement (Action 1118). 

Update for 
IGG 

▪ L Sharpe reported that ESBN reverted to a MP on one outstanding query in the last day 
or two.  
 
 

Discussion 
at IGG 

▪ A Keegan reported that ESBN provided a response on one outstanding query and he 
knows that the MP will probably need more time to review the response. He asked if 
ESBN could get approval in principal on the Data Sharing Agreement, to get some of the 
work done in the background and preparation on the administration side of things. He 
will leave it up the MP if they want more time to review the response.  

▪ B Lambon reported that BGE, the MP in question, is very busy at the moment and would 
appreciate more time to review the response.  

▪ Action to remain open. 
 

Forum Logged: 
IGG 

Assigned to:    ESBN Status:  Action remains Open  Due Date:   27.05.2020 
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1129 Low Call Phone Numbers - CRU to contact Com Reg with regard to the changes to 
the low call numbers (1890 etc.) which come into effect in 2022 

Update for 
IGG 

▪ L Sharpe reported that this action has been open for over a year. 
▪ CRU to provide an update. 

 

Discussion at 
IGG 

▪ L Fahy reported that CRU is going to issue a tender for a provider to put the number in 
place in line with the requirements by 2022. She proposes closing this action. She will 
provide more clarity and timelines to MPs in the future when necessary. 

▪ L Sharpe reported that this action will be moved into Business as Usual going forward  
▪ Action deemed closed. 

 

Forum Logged: 
IGG 

Assigned to:    CRU Status:  Action deemed Closed  Due Date:   29.04.2020 

 

1137 Revenue Protection Workshop – RMDS to organise a Revenue Protection 
Workshop for early 2020 on behalf of ESBN 

Update for 
IGG 

▪ L Sharpe reported that this action is on hold and will remain open. RMDS will 
reschedule this workshop for later in the year. She proposes closing this action if MPs 
are happy do this. 
 

Discussion at 
IGG 

▪ B Lambon reported that on the GAS side, GNI is looking to hold workshops virtually or 
remotely. He asked if this is an option for ESBN in this case. 

▪ L Sharpe replied that she will discuss this option with the ESBN Revenue Protection 
Manager. 

▪ Action to remain open. 
 

Forum Logged: 
CC 

Assigned to:   RMDS Status:  Action remains Open Due Date:   27.05.2020 

 

 

 

3. Actions – New IGG Actions 
 

No new actions were logged at the IGG. 

New Action Items 

 

 

4.  CRU Update 

 
L Fahy gave the CRU update. 
 

• The timeframe for submitting Supplier Handbook requirement documentation such as the Smart 
Bill and Codes of Practice has been communicated to industry. CRU’s Customer Affairs Team 
received a number of submissions from MPs towards the end of last week. Thanks to MPs for 
submitting these submissions. The team will discuss the submissions internally early next week, 
will move towards getting them approved for Suppliers and will revert as early as possible with any 
clarifications and/or information that needs to be added in. CRU hopes that engagement will start 
early rather than later to ensure that Suppliers have enough time to review or revise anything that 
is needed. 

• With regard to Smart Metering, Gemserv is currently reviewing parts of the Technical Readiness 
Report for CRU. CRU hopes to get this report finalised in the next week or so.   

• On 15th April 2020, CRU asked RMDS and the GMARG comms to circulate an update on the Debt 
Flagging Implementation timeline. CRU had published a decision on this matter earlier this quarter 
but didn’t submit the implementation timeline and CRU apologies for this. The implementation 
timeline for the change is 9th July 2020. She hopes this timeline in July can be met by MPs given 
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the work they are currently focused on.  
 
 
Covid-19 Supply Suspension Scheme. 

 
L Fahy reported that she appreciates all the work from MPs over the last month on getting the scheme in 
place. MPs are in the soft launch period at the moment. She is sure MPs are very busy getting in touch 
with their Customers and getting their systems ready.  
 
The market process was approved last Friday 24th April 2020. Given that this Friday 1st May 2020 is the 
official launch date, she asked MPs if they had any specific questions that they wish to raise with CRU at 
this forum. CRU has received comments and questions from MPs on the scheme over the last few days 
and is currently working on responses. CRU has been asked how the TUoS payments will work and what 
will happen to TUoS billing. CRU will provide a response to this to the IGG list later this afternoon. 
 
S Doolin asked if CRU has any problem with Electric Ireland putting up some information on the scheme 
on its website before Friday, from late Thursday night or early Friday morning for example.  
 
L Fahy replied that CRU is going to publish the decision on its website on Friday 1st May 2020, most likely 
after lunch, probably after 14:00 or later. CRU doesn’t have an issue if Suppliers want to have all their 
preparation work done and have a page on their websites available. If Electric Ireland wants to put it live 
on their website before CRU publishes it, that is something that it will have to be comfortable with 
themselves. CRU is targeting after lunch to try and mitigate and manage the volumes on Friday as much 
as possible. CRU is also going to delay issuing the publication trigger email that goes out until Tuesday 5th 
May 2020 so that Suppliers will have the weekend and a little bit more time before it is flagged as 
published. When CRU issues such emails generally, it tends to get press queries in response to them, so 
delaying that email being triggered should give MPs a little bit more time.  
 
L Fahy is engaging with CRU’s comms Manager on the details of the publication and she hopes to have 
firm timelines on it to circulate to the IGG hopefully by this evening.  
 
S Doolin asked if there will be a press release. 
 
L Fahy replied that CRU is not proactively intending to do a press release on this matter.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

5.  De-harmonisation Update 

 
A Keegan presented a slide on De-harmonisation in Section 8 ESBN Update. (This update was also given 
at the ReMCoWG which preceded this forum). 
 
Refer to slide for full details 
 
ESBN is still working through the project definition with its procurement and legal teams.  
 
ESBN intends to meet with the RAs within the next week to update them on the project. Some of the 
earmarked project milestones are slightly delayed due to ESBN’s current work program and also due to 
the recent impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic.  
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6.  Retail Market Design Update 

 
L Sharpe gave the Retail Market Design Update. 
 
 
Market Release v13.00.00 
 
She presented slides on Status, Scope, Plan, MCR Re-Versioning Approval, Cutover Approach Update, 
Proposed Cutover Windows Options, Access Agreement Approach, Access Agreement Timeline and 
Re-Energise with CoLE. (This release was also discussed at the ReMCoWG which preceded this forum).  
 
Refer to slides for full details.  
 
L Sharpe reported that all seven Re-versioned MCRs were approved at the ReMCoWG which preceded 
this forum. These MCRs will go up a version number and RMDS will update the documentation on its 
website.  
 
In ROI the second PQ was issued out last week. The closing date is 1st June 2020. If anyone has any 
queries on this, they can come back to RMDS or Gemserv.  
 
The last draft schema, v2.0 was issued in September 2019 and there have been no changes to the 
Schema since then. Another draft one is due out between now and go live.  
 
In relation to the sample market messages, files and screenshots, draft 1 was issued in March 2020 and 
draft 2 is due to the issued at the end of July 2020.  
 
All Smart Documentation was previously housed on the Smart Private Website in the early days of the 
project. Now all Market documentation that is being updated and marked up with changes is only 
available through links in the MCRs. Now that these MCRs have been approved, RMDS will update them 
on the RMDS website under the scope section on the v13.00.00 page. It would be useful if MPs could 
pass on this information onto their Smart Metering Teams.  
 
V13.00.00 Cutover Approval Update and Proposed Cutover Windows Options. 
 
L Sharpe presented slides on Cutover Approval Update and Proposed Cutover Windows Options.  
 
ESBN has provided RMDS with an overview of what the cutover approach will be. ESBN estimates that 
the cutover for the Release will require 10-11 days. The cutover is made up of two parts. L Sharpe 
outlined the detail of the two parts. 
 
Refer to slide for full details.  
 
There are two options that ESBN has looked at in relation to the timing of the cutover window: 
 
Option 1    
 

• System outage commences COB Friday 18th December 2020 

• System Outage expected to finish at latest on Monday 21st December 2020. 

• Smart Meter data sync expected to finish by 31st December 2020  
 
Option 2 

 

• System outage commences Saturday 26th December 2020. 

• System Outage expected to finish at latest Tuesday 29th December 2020.  

• Smart Meter data sync expected to finish by w/e 8th January 2021. 
 

L Sharpe reported that at the moment ESBN is minded towards option 1: System outage commences 
COB Friday 18th December 2020.  
 
ESBN is looking for feedback from all MPs on their preferred option via RMDS by Friday 8th May 2020. 
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ESBN will also consult with other stakeholders such as MRSO & NIE Networks. 
 
 
Market Messages 
 
L Sharpe reported that in ROI, a number of Market Messages will be rejected if they are submitted with 
SDS populated, MM010, MM013, MM016 & MM017. 
 
Refer to slide Appendix for full details. 
 
 
Access Agreements 
 
L Sharpe outlined some detail on the approach ESBN is working on for the Extranet and other new 
services. She also outlined the key dates of the Access Agreement Timelines.  
 
Refer to slides for details of the key dates. (All dates are week commencing). 
 
 
Re-Energise with CoLE for v13.00.00 
 
L Sharpe reported that ESBN has provided some clarity with regard to the Re-energise with CoLE for 
v13.00.00. 
 
Refer to slide for details. 
 
 
 
MCR1205 – Application of the PSO to Commercial Storage 
 
This DR was approved at the last IGG and sets out the ESBN process for invoicing and collecting PSO 
money relating to Commercial Storage units.  
 
L Sharpe asked for approval for the MCR. 
 
 
MCR1205 approved.  
 
S Melvin added that ESBN will come to the next IGG with an implementation plan for getting the MCR 
live later in the year.  
 
 
SoLR Review Exercise 
 
The SOLR Review exercise is continuing to progress. RMDS hopes to bring a DR to the forum in the 
coming weeks. 
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7.  MRSO Update 

 
J Long gave the MRSO update.  
 
He presented the abbreviated version of the MRSO Presentation. This version outlines Debt Flagging, 
Objections and any other key items that have come to light during the month. It now includes the number 
of Automated Debt Flagging figures (IGG Action 1023). The full standardised slide pack is available under 
the Reference Section on the RMDS Website and provides the status of Change of Supplier related 
activity in the ROI Market.   
 
Refer to slides for full details.  
 
Covid-19 Supplier Suspension 
 
J Long added that in regard to the Covid-19 Supplier Suspension, MRSO is open for business and that 
today and tomorrow (29/30th April 2020) is an opportunity for Suppliers to send in files to MRSO. 
Suppliers can also practise the process in view of it going live on Friday 1st May 2020. However, MRSO 
has only received two files today which is maybe a little bit disappointing. MRSO will validate the files and 
send them back to the Suppliers who sent them. He encourages all Suppliers to try to get a file into MRSO 
by 12:00 tomorrow 30th April 2020. This will allow MRSO to validate the files which will hopefully ensure a 
smooth transition on Friday 1st May 2020. He wishes to reiterate that Suppliers should stick with the format 
that has been agreed and was issued to Suppliers as the sample files from RMDS. 
 
L Fahy added that Suppliers should engage with MRSO on the scheme to ensure that everything is 
smooth sailing as much as possible. 
 
 

 

 

8.  ESB Networks Update 

 
A Keegan gave an update on De-harmonisation in Section 5 De-harmonisation.  
 
 
 

 

 

9.  Gemserv Update 

 
S Fuller gave the Gemserv update.  
 
Refer to slides for details. 
 
New Entrants 

 

• 1 Large Supplier – has completed ITA stage and is now in the IPT stage. 

• 1 Large Supplier entering a new market segment – in Planning stage  
 
V13.00.00 Release 
 

• Self-Assessment Phase 2 

• PQs have been sent to all MPs. There is no contingency plan to facilitate late responses because 
the IPT window has been moved due to Supplier feedback. Unfortunately, any Supplier who has 
not responded by 1st June 2020 will have to be reported to CRU. If Suppliers have any questions 
or clarifications, they shouldn’t hesitate in contacting either Gemserv and/or RMDS for guidance. 

 

https://rmdservice.com/mrso-slides/
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10.  Notice Board: Planned Maintenance, Reminders from IGG etc. 

 
L Sharpe provided the outage update. 
 
Outages 
 

• There are no outages planned for May as of yet  

• Full outage details are available, as usual, on the RMDS Website. 
 

 

 

11.  AOB 

 
No items were raised in AOB. 
 
 
Next Conference call:   
 

• Extraordinary IGG Conference Call on Friday 1st May 2020 

• IGG Conference Call Wednesday 27th May 2020.  
 

 
Next IGG:  
  

• Wednesday 24th June 2020 in Belfast (subject to change).   
 
 

https://rmdservice.com/2018-outages/
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Retail Market Design Service 

39, Merrion Square East, Dublin D02  NP96.    T +353-1-669 2410;    info@rmdservice.com;    www.rmdservice.com 


